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Tournament Bag Toss
HX7071

Two 35” L x 24” W x 1.5” H portable game platforms, includes eight 6” x 6” 12.5-ounce toss bags (4 red and 4 blue),
sturdy, compact bag toss game with scratch-resistant melamine laminate surface, platforms feature foldable wooden legs
to set up and play anywhere, boards lock together for easy transportation with convenient carry handle
This classic outdoor game transforms a tailgate or backyard barbecue into a party. The set includes two wooden game
platforms measuring 35” L x 24” W x 1.5” H and eight 6” x 6” 12.5-ounce square bean bags (four red, four blue). The
sturdy, compact bag toss game features a scratch-resistant melamine laminate surface. Supporting the boards are
sturdy foldable wooden legs to set up and play anywhere.

Badminton Compact Set
CX992

Made From High Quality Material, the Innovative Complete Set For 2 Players Composed Of 2 Rackets In Good Leisure
Quality, Tempered Steel, Soldered T-Joint, 2 Shuttle-Cocks, made In Germany
Made From High Quality Material. The Innovative Complete Set For 2 Players Composed Of 2 Rackets In Good Leisure
Quality, Tempered Steel, Soldered T-Joint, 2 Shuttle-Cocks, Innovative Net 2, 95X1, 55M With Stable Telescope Bars
Made Of Plastic, All Packed Into A Practical Plastic-Suitcase,. Quick And Easy Assembly, No Need Of Anchoring, Therefore
Even Set Up On Hard Surfaces. Made In Germany

Soft Tip Sky Darts
HX7077

Play the classic game of Backyard Darts anywhere with this complete set, game includes four large backyard darts
with soft rubber tips and weighted bottoms, set also includes two target rings to place on the lawn or patio to play
anywhere, durable plastic dart offers standing feature with rubber tip and weighted bottom, all pieces fit nicely into
the included carrying bag for easy transportation and storage
That’s the thing about classics – they never go out of style. Ages 4 to 94 – Anyone can play this easy lawn game! The
Backyard Darts set comes complete with ring targets and darts with rubber ball tips (which is way safer than the game
you may recall from your childhood). Simply take a few steps back and toss your darts into the ring. Those that make
inside will win you 3 points each, and the first to reach 21 wins!
BEACH / GARDEN

Rocket Whistler
CX086

The trendy leisure sport, ideal also to train throw techniques
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Baseball Set
CX224

Soft baseball bat (62cm, 200g), with neoprene cover, trendy new design (neon-orange, blue, green), 1 soft baseball
diameter approximately 8,5cm.
The core is a thin plastic tube, which is covered with foam and then covered with non-slip neoprene, so the younger ones
can be safely introduced to this cool sport. The set is salt water resistant and therefore a popular companion for beach
and sea. The handy textile, neoprene, is super and safe in the hand. Due to the soft construction described above, the
set is largely harmless. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis
ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the
market leader in this field.

Beachball Set
CX230

Neoprene beach ball set consisting of 2 rackets with print (neon-yellow / blue). The rackets are covered with elastic
neoprene for maximum catapult effect (length 40 cm, width 22.5 cm, thickness 0.8 cm), 2 rubber balls (diameter
approximately40mm), in resealable mesh pocket with drawstrings so everything can be cleared up after the game
and nothing is lost!. Compared to the well-known wooden beach ball sets, the Neoprene beach ball sets impress with
their significantly higher ball flight due to the high trampoline effect of the elastic neoprene. The noise on the beach
is also lower. At the same time, the neoprene is a very pleasantly soft and handy material. The racket is good and
comfortable in the hand. The neoprene and the plastic core are (salt-) waterproof. In contrast to the wooden sets, this set
can sometimes get wet without breaking. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor
of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and
is considered the market leader in this field.

Beach Soccer Ball

CX287VB (Green & Blue) / CX287RY (Red & Yellow) / CX287BO (Blue & Orange)

Neoprene Beach Soccerball, size 5, diameter approximately 21cm, in three new assorted colors (blue/neon orange,
neon-green/blue, red/yellow).
Neoprene beach soccer ball (football) by Schildkröt with neoprene surface and good stitching. The popular Schildkröt
neoprene balls are characterized by their textile and soft surface, which generates significantly less skin irritation compared to leather or artificial leather balls (ex. when barefoot playing soccer). Additionally, these balls are suitable for
children because of their grip, which makes gripping and catching much easier. All neoprene balls are also good for
playing in the water and are even saltwater resistant. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered
the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports
collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

Diving Set
CX233

6 pcs diving set consisting of 2 diving sticks, 2 diving rings and 2 diving balls with tail, each with neoprene cover,
comfortable grip, new trendy design.
The 6 piece neoprene dive set has been a winner among the dive accessories available on the market for years. Why
is that? The neoprene diving products impress with the grip of the textile neoprene jacket. The sand filling makes the
parts soft and flexible. If a diving ring falls on your foot, it’s not nearly as painful as with a classic diving ring made of
hard plastic! The diving rings and dip rods are only 3/4 full of sand. In addition, there is a foam insert, which allows
the standing of the diving articles on the ground, for example, the pool. The diving ball is the tail. These vertical, nonslip neoprene items can be grabbed and dived up very quickly and easily by smaller children. The kids will have a
great sense of achievement while having fun diving. The trendy bright colors are clearly visible in the water!
The set consisting of 2 dip sticks (length 19 cm, diameter approximately2.5cm), 2 diving rings ( diameter
approximately14cm) and 2 diving balls ( Ball diameter approximately: 6 cm, tail length: 20 cm) offers a beautiful,
extensive selection and a great price / performance ratio. The set is also an ideal gift for children’s birthday! The over
100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis,
Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

Beach Volleyball Ball

CX285YB (Yellow & Blue) / CX285OV (Orange & Green) / CX285RB (Red & Blue)

Neoprene Beach Volleyball, size 5, diameter approximately 21cm, in three new assorted colors (red/blue, neon-orange/
neon-green, blue/yellow).
Neoprene beach volleyball of Schildkröt with neoprene surface and good stitching. Trendy and summery designs. The
popular Schildkröt neoprene balls are characterized by their textile and soft surface, which generates significantly less
skin irritation compared to leather or artificial leather balls (ex. when barefoot playing soccer). Additionally, these balls
are suitable for children because of their grip, which makes gripping and catching much easier. All neoprene balls are
also good for playing in the water and are even saltwater resistant. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is
considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive
fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

Catch Ball Set
CX226

2 soft and handy neoprene velcro ball hands catcher (diameter 17cm, neon-orange, blue, green) with adjustable strap,
trendy print, velcro firmly stitched with the neoprene, 1 ball (diameter approximately 6,25 cm), in a reclosable mesh
bag.
The Velcro surface is firmly quilted with the neoprene and cannot tear out, as was often the case with plastic scavengers!
Included in the set is 1 velcro ball (diameter 6.25 cm - replacement balls are available in a pack of 2 with the article
number 970049 from Schildkröt). The Velcro ball is thrown back and forth and caught with the Velcro catcher. The ball
will stick to the catcher. The game is a lot of fun and also trains the coordination eye hand and the throwing technique.
A great fun for young and old. As always with Schildkröt, the complete set is packed in a resealable mesh bag, into
which you can put everything back in after the game. So you will certainly find the ball again at the next game. The over
100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis,
Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

Peteca
CX225

A classic from South America, with a soft neoprene cover, trendy new design (neon-orange, blue, green).
Try Peteca / hand shuttlecock / Indiaca, a popular form of Peteca from South America, new with soft and handy neoprene
cover, trendy design, safely packed in a single blister, so the feathers arrive to you safely. The very popular game,
especially in our latitudes, has enjoyed great popularity for years. Ideal for eye-hand coordination and playable with
the whole family or a group. Can also be played on a badminton or beach volleyball net. The shuttlecock is hit with
the palm of your hand (or foot) to the other players and should not touch the ground. No further accessories needed.
Height about 24 cm, weight 25 grams. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor
of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and
is considered the market leader in this field.

Mini Beach Soccer
CX277

Mini Neoprene Beach Soccer, size 2, diameter approximately 15cm, yellow/blue, size 2 (diameter approximately
15cm), ideal for children.
The Schildkröt Mini Beach Soccer impresses with its grip and the soft neoprene surface, which generates significantly
less skin irritation than, for example, artificial leather balls - thus ideal for children & family. The ball is salt water
resistant and therefore suitable for the beach or playing in the water. The neoprene material is quick drying. Happy,
fresh, summery design. Due to the small size, it is ideal for children and has a small pack size. Please note the smaller
size of only 15 cm diameter - size 2. Further models and sizes are also available! The over 100-year-old German
brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also
offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

Mini Balls Duo
CX281

One Mini-Neoprene beach volleyball (diameter approximately 9cm), foam-filled, remains light and bounces on the
water surface and 1 mini-neoprene American football (12x5cm), padded, absorbs water and becomes a water bombthe hit is guaranteed to be a wet one, ideal for pool, sea, trendy new design.
The mega fun for the beach, garden and pool. The small balls are handy thanks to the textile surface. Smaller children
can also practice throwing and catching with them. Please note the size of the balls! The over 100-year-old German
brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also
offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

Mini US Football Ball
CX283

Mini Neoprene American Football, Size 2, 16 x 10cm, ideal for small children’s hands, trendy new design (neon-yellow).
The Schildkröt Mini American Football impresses with its grip and the soft neoprene surface, which generates
significantly less skin irritation than, for example, artificial leather balls - thus ideal for children & family. The ball is
salt water resistant and therefore suitable for the beach or playing in the water. The neoprene material is quick drying.
Happy, fresh, summery design. Its small size makes it ideal for small children and has a small pack size. Please note the
smaller size of only 16 x 10 cm - size 2 - Mini American Football. Other models and sizes are also available! The over
100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis,
Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

Mini Beach Voleyball Ball
CX284

Mini Neoprene Beach Volleyball, size 2, diameter approximately 15cm, neon-yellow/red, ideal for small children‘s
hands.
The Schildkröt Mini Volleyball impresses with its grip and the soft neoprene surface, which generates significantly
less skin irritation than, for example, artificial leather balls - thus ideal for children & family. The ball is salt water
resistant and therefore suitable for the beach or playing in the water. The neoprene material is quick drying. Happy,
fresh, summery design. Its small size makes it ideal for small children and has a small pack size. Please note the
smaller size of only 15 cm in diameter - size 2 - mini volleyball. Other models and sizes are also available! The over
100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis,
Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

Soft Dart Set
CX140

Soft Dart set consisting of velcro dart disc, printed on both sides with different target fields (diameter approximately
36cm), incl. 2x3 velcro balls (diameter 4cm), for 2 players. A safe dart set that is fun for the whole family.
Each player throws 3 colored balls alternately on the target to hit the highest numbers. After the numbers have been
added, the player who scores the most points wins. The Velcro balls have a special short (adhesive strip), which sticks
to the disc even in the event of a firm impact and does not break off. You do not have to worry about sharp arrows that
cause injuries or holes in the wall. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the
table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is
considered the market leader in this field.

Scoop Ball
CX131

2 red and yellow plastic scoop ball bats (length 37 cm), 2 whiffle balls (Ø 8cm), Reclosable mesh bag with
drawstring.
Game of skill with variable throw and catch technique, consisting of 2 red and yellow plastic scoop ball bats (length 37
cm), yellow/red, 2 whiffle balls (Ø 8cm), in a reclosable mesh bag with drawstring.
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Game of skill with variable throw and catch technique, consisting
of 2 red and yellow plastic scoop ball bats (length 37 cm), yellow/red,
2 whiffle balls (Ø 8cm), in a reclosable mesh bag with drawstring.

000885

701326

The sporty fun game which enables to train motoric abilities,
reaction and fitness, consisting of a plastic ball (19x12cm), threaded
onto 2 tearproof plastic ropes (length 225cm) with handles. It comes
in a practical mesh bag.

Wave Jumper Ball

Geschicklichkeitsspiel mit variabler Wurf- und Fangtechnik. Bestehend aus 2 Scoop-Ball-Schlägern (Länge 37cm) aus rotem und
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CX184

The new Wave Jumper Ball by Schildkröt is the jumping and dancing ball on the water’s surface. What the elders used
64 with flat stones is now the Wave Jumper for kids and teens. Due to the soft, gel-like core, the handy ball bounces
to do
off the surface of the water when it is also thrown flat about 10-15 meters. Fun wherever water is:in the swimming pool,
in the river, in the lake or by the sea. The Wave Jumper floats on the water’s surface. Due to the small size it is an ideal
companion in the beach bag or for the holidays. Gel core made of silicone, coating of quick-drying Lycra, salt water
resistant, individually packed in blister. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor
of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and
is considered the market leader in this field.
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